DO GRADING SCALE

First and Second year courses are graded on a 0-100 numerical scale. Minimum passing grade is 70.

Other Grade Values:
I   Incomplete
NG  No Grade - issued in first and second terms of year long courses. These courses are graded in third term only.
P   Pass
F   Fail
W   Withdrawal before the midpoint of a course
WP  Withdrawal after the midpoint of a course while passing
WF  Withdrawal after the midpoint of a course while failing or unauthorized withdrawal

RP  Remediated Pass - When a grade of "F" is recorded for any course or clinical rotation and it is subsequently successfully remediated, a regrade of "RP" is assigned. The failure is not expunged and remains the value computed in the grade point average for first and second year courses.
RF  Remediated Failure - If the remediated course is a failure, a regrade of "RF" is assigned. The course is then repeated in its entirety and the grade earned shall replace the original grade for purposes of GPA and class rank.
P*  Pass not counted in GPA. Used for courses that are registered each term, however, the final grade is cumulative and not given until the last term. Will be issued if cumulative grade is passing.
F*  Failure not counted in GPA. Used for courses that are registered each term, however, the final grade is cumulative and not given until the last term. Will be issued if cumulative grade is failing.

Third and Fourth year clinical rotations are recorded as follows:

Honors Pass (HP or HONRS) - Superior work, above expected competency
High Pass (H or HIGH) - Above average work (Category was added effective Fall 1999 Term)
Pass (P) - Expected competency demonstrated
Fail (F) - Below expected competency (Prior to Fall 2003, this may also be noted by ‘FC’